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Let Q(z) = Q(zi, • • • , zn) be a polynomial of degree m^l in

z=(zi, • • • , zn) with complex coefficients. Let P(z) be the principal

part, homogeneous of degree m. Q is defined to be hyperbolic with

respect to the real vector £= (&, •••,£») ^0, in the sense of Gârding

[l], if P(^)^0 and if there exists a real number t0 such that for

Re r>¿0, and all real vectors rj, Q(t^+ív)^Q.

The following properties of hyperbolic polynomials are derived in

[l] and [2]. If Q is hyperbolic with respect to £, then it is also hyper-

bolic with respect to —|. For the principal part P we have

m

(l) P(tï, + in) = P(Z) II (r - P>& in))
v=l

where the roots p„(£, in) are purely imaginary for all real vectors rj.

Q is called strictly hyperbolic with respect to £ if the imaginary

roots of (1) are distinct for all real vectors 77 not proportional to £.

The reference to £ will be omitted from now on, but will always be

tacitly assumed. Now, if Q is hyperbolic then Q+R is hyperbolic for

all arbitrary R of degree <m if and only if Q is strictly hyperbolic.

Gârding [l] proved the sufficiency of this criterion (see also [4],

where the term total hyperbolicity, instead of strict hyperbolicity, is

used). Hörmander [2], using a theorem by A. Lax [3], showed that

the criterion is also necessary.

We consider in this paper hyperbolic polynomials Q that are not

necessarily strictly hyperbolic. We derive a criterion regarding the

degree, say r, such that Q+S is hyperbolic for all arbitrary 5 of degree

<r, but not for all 5 of degree r.

The integer d = 0 is defined as the degree of degeneracy of the

hyperbolic polynomial Q, if d+1 is the highest multiplicity of the

roots p„ of the principal part P(r!-+iri) =0 for all real r¡ not propor-

tional to £. (A strictly hyperbolic polynomial has therefore the degree

of degeneracy 0.)

We shall prove

Theorem 1. If d is the degree of degeneracy of the hyperbolic poly-

nomial Q, then Q+S is hyperbolic for all arbitrary polynomials S of
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degree<m—d and there exists a polynomial Sx of degree m—d such that

Q+Sx is not hyperbolic.

This theorem has the following relationship to linear hyperbolic

partial differential equations with constant coefficients. Consider the

differential operator Q(d/dx) = Q(d/dxi, • ■ • , d/dxn). The Cauchy

problem for Q(d/dx) is said to be uniformly well posed with respect

to | if

(a) for every function g(x)ECx, xERn, there exists a unique func-

tion u(x)ECcc, such that Q(d/dx)u = 0 and the derivatives of order

<m of u — g vanish on the plane (x, £) = (#i£i+ • • • +x„£„) =0, and

(b) if the sequence a(i)GC" satisfies Q(d/dx)u(k) —0 and w(t) and

every derivative of u{k) converges to zero, as &—>oo, uniformly on

every compact set of the plane (x, £) =0, then u{k) and every deriva-

tive of m(4) converges uniformly to zero on every compact set of £".

Gârding [l] showed that the Cauchy problem for Q(d/dx) is

uniformly well posed if and only if Q is hyperbolic. This, together

with our Theorem 1, results therefore in

Theorem 2. If Q is hyperbolic with degree of degeneracy d, then the

Cauchy problem for Q(d/dx)+S(d/dx) is uniformly well posed for

arbitrary S of degree<m—d, and there exists Si of degree m—d, such

that the Cauchy problem for Q(d/dx)+Si(d/dx) is not uniformly well

posed.

We now proceed to prove Theorem 1. The given hyperbolic poly-

nomial Q has the degree of degeneracy d. We want to show that for

any 5 of degree<m — d, T = Q+S is also hyperbolic, i.e. that there

exists a real number ti such that for Re T>h and any real vector 77,

T(j%+vn)^0. Now, 77 = c£+77! where c is a real number and 771 orthogo-

nal to £. Therefore T(r^+ir¡) = T((T+ic)^+irji) = T(cr^+ir]i). If we

show that £(0-^+1771)5^0 for Re cr>i2 then also £(^+¿77)^0 for

ReT>¿2- Hence only 77 orthogonal to £ have to be considered. Further-

more if 1771 =(771+ • • • +r]n)ll2<l then the roots of T(t%+ít¡) =0 are

uniformly bounded. Therefore, for some t3, £(^+¿77)^0 if Re r>t3.

Hence we now restrict 77 to the set, which we denote by £Tj, of all real

vectors 77 orthogonal to £, and with ¡771 =1. In particular, if nEHt

then it is not proportional to £.

We denote

Q(t) = Q(rk + iv),        P(t) = P(t{ + in),
(2)

S(r) = S(t{ + iv),

and define
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(3) V(r) = (£)Q(r),

-(=)'(4) W(r) = ^-j P(r),

Since Q is hyperbolic with degree of degeneracy d, it follows that the

roots wv = wv(it}), v — 1, ■ ■ ■ , m—d of TF(r)=0 are imaginary and

distinct for all nQH^. The homogeneity of W implies that for a suit-

able labelling of the roots, wv(ir¡) = \n\wv(ir)/\ii\ ). From the distinct-

ness of the roots it follows that there exists a positive constant o>0,

such that for vT^a and tî£77{, \wy(irj/\-n\ )—wß(iv/\v\ ) Sïè and hence

(5) I w,(ir¡) — wfa) I   ̂    I 771 b.

We need two lemmas.

Lemma 1. If Q is hyperbolic and S(t) and V(t) are as defined in (2)

and (3), there exists a number ¿4 such that if Re r > tt then | S(t) |

<| V(t)\ forallvQHi.

Proof. W(t) = W(t^+ít,) = W(^)U.T~' (r-wfa)) with W(^)^0.
Denote

A„(r) = W(t)/(t - W,).

From the Lagrange interpolation formula we have for nQH^, S(t)

= ZX~ÍSA. where 5, = S(wr)/A,(w,). From (5) it follows that
|A„(m\,)| è| W(£)\bm-d-1\r}\m-d-1. S is of degree gm—d — 1. Hence,

for |»j| ^1, |S(w„)| áe|»7|m_á_1, e constant. Therefore the 5, are uni-

formly bounded for all nQH^, | 5„| go, v=l, ■ • ■ , m—d.

Choosing ti = 2a(m — d) then, since all wv are imaginary, \t — w,\

>2a(m—d) for Re t>U, and therefore

m—d

(6) | S(t) I   â £ I 8-1 I W(t) I I t - «vh < i| W(r) | .
r=l

Now, F(r) = W(t) + Y(t) where Y is of degree ^tw— d — 1. Replacing

in (6) S(r) by Y(t), we may assume ¿4 to be such that also | Y(t)

>§

W(t)
ïF(t)

for    Re t > ¿4.     Therefore     | V(t) | ^ | W(t) | - | Y(t) |

> | 5(t) I, which proves Lemma 1.

Lemma 2. FAere exists h such that for Rer>¿6 and allnQH^, \ V(t)\

£\Q(t)\.
Proof. If d = 0 then V(t) = Q(t) and the lemma is obvious. For

d>0, V(t) is the sum of terms, each of which consists olm—d factors
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of <2(r)=£(£)U?=i (T—?»("?))• The number of terms is k =

m(m — l) • • ■ (m—d + l). Since Q is hyperbolic, the numbers Re qv(in)

are uniformly bounded from above for all real vectors 77. We can there-

fore choose i6 such that for Re r>i6, \t — q,(ir¡) \ >k(^l). Hence each

term of V(r) is absolutely g k~l\ Q (t)\ . Therefore | F(r)| â|<2(r)|

which proves Lemma 2.

If we consider the numbers Í4 and is of Lemmas 1 and 2, and choose

ii = max(i4, is) then we have for Re r>ii and all r¡EH%

I Q(r) + S(r) I   =   j Q(r) I   -   I S(t) I   =   I F(r) I   -   I S(r) |   > 0.

Hence Q(t)+S(t)¿¿0 which concludes the first part of Theorem 1.

To prove the second part of Theorem 1, we have to show the exis-

tence of a polynomial Sx of degree m—d such that Q + Si is not hyper-

bolic. This will be derived as a consequence of a theorem by A. Lax

[3]. We use the version of this theorem by Hörmander [2, p. 136],

which states that if Q is hyperbolic then the degree of Q(¡;+TÍr)) with

respect to t, does not exceed that of the principal part P(^+títj).

Since d is the degree of degeneracy of Q, there exists a real vector

770, not proportional to £, such that £(t£+M70)=0 has a (d + l)-fold

root, say t0. Then P(T^+ir¡') =0 has the (d + l)-fold root 0, where

77' =770— îYo£ which is again a real vector, not proportional to £. There-

fore the highest power of t in P(^+TÍr¡') = TmP(j~1^+in') is m—d —I.

Consequently, if Sx is such that the degree of Si(^+Ttin') with respect

to t is m—d, then Q+Si is not hyperbolic. There is at least one non-

zero component of 77', say 77/7*0. We define Si(z) =zT~d. Then

Si(l; +tít)') = (Ci+rirji )m~d which is of degree m —d in r. Hence Sx has

the required property.
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